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              NOTICE OF MEETING 

The next general meeting will be on  

Tuesday 1
st
, April at 7pm, 

At Palmerville Station 

Patron:   Noel Pope 

President:             Peter Jones          (07) 543 2528 

Vice President:   Ron Salisbury   (07) 577 9403 

Secretary:            Owen Bennett   (07) 544 9807 

Treasurer            Clive Goodley      (07) 5722959 

Editor:                Clive Goodley       (07) 5722959 

  goodley@clear.net.nz 

 

Committee:       Warren Belk, Bruce Harvey,   

                                 John Stent, Bruce Mckerras 

                                  Peter Lindsay. John Nicol. 

Boiler Committee:  Peter Jones, Paul Newton,  

                                 Bob Batchelor. Bruce McKerras  

Safety Committee  Warren Karlsson, Bruce Harvey 

                                 Lloyd Breckon. Pete Lindsay        

   

 

                                                                                                                        

Next Committee Meeting 27
th

 Mar. at 7pm.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

   Conveners:          

Workshop:            Ron Salisbury, Bruce McKerras 

Track:          Bruce Harvey 

Marine:          Warren Belk, Ken Fox 

Librarian:         John Nicol 

Rolling Stock:         Clive Goodley 

Small Metals Store:   Owen Bennett  

Website by:                Murray De Lues 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

     Operators March/April 
16-03-14                           From Rotorua 

23-03-14                           R. Salisbury 

30-03-14                           O. Bennett   

06-04-14                           E. Evans 

13-04-14                           B. Fitzpatrick 

20-04-14                           C. Goodley 

27-04-14                           B. Harvey 

04-04-14                           P. Jones  

 

Presidents Points 
Greetings members. 
       It's been a busy 3 months for me during the cruise ship season and a family bereavement, but life is settling 
back to cruise mode thankfully, for how long who knows. 
       The decision has been made to name the 2016 national convention the " 2016 National Model Engineering 

Convention and Hobby Expo" which is exactly what it is going to be. Owen Bennett is co-ordinating this event and 
he will need help from all members to make this a success. To help just ring Owen and offer your services, and if 
there is a specialist field you want to help with, please let Owen know. Two meetings have been held and a few 
decisions have been made, the first being the preferred date which is Thursday the 7th January to Monday the 11th 
January. All sorts of ideas have been tabled so give us your ideas, the excellent CANMOD convention is still fresh 
in the mind of those who attended, which is a great help. Only 21 months to go. 
      One project that is well on the way is the new extension viaduct, the active motivator is Shane Marshall who is 
doing a mighty job, even the cyclone could not keep a dedicated 6 workers away, it was too wet for the Bay Sun        
Photographer to take pictures of what she described as the "crazy train people working in the rain". As a result of 
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this dedication there is only a couple of more Saturdays' and the Viaduct will have gone as far as it can for the 
moment. We have been given the go ahead by Coffey Geotechnics to construct the abutments at each end of the 
embankment, so next job is track laying and the last job will be to remove the embankment preload and lay the final 
track foundation. Meanwhile plans are afoot to construct an overbridge into the centre of the raised track. 
      The Tauranga Model Railway Club have invited us to join their Hobby Show on the 10th and 11th May, so we 
need models to fill two tables and a team to man the tables over the two days. This will be a chance to publicize 
our up- coming convention, please give your club support for this event. 
      During April we have been invited to local modeller Bill Janes residence in Greerton to view his outstanding 
collection of models. Bill has been in the hobby for many years and has built up collection of aero engines, ships, a 
traction engine all to an impressively high standard and I know this will give our members inspiration. The date is 
tentatively Saturday the 12th April and this date and the time will be confirmed at the 1st April Club Meeting, an 
opportunity to visit Bill should not to be missed. 
      There has been a lot of interest in the Duplex saga in our club. As individuals we all support the proposal to use 

this material and the AMES code 4, which has been accepted throughout Australia. The proposal to allow Duplex 
Boilered locomotives to steam at our railway was put to the vote at our last committee meeting and the motion was 
lost. The factor that swayed the decision was that the directive from MEANZ that Duplex boilers are not to be used 
on tracks that are operated under the umbrella of the MEANZ association. As a club we must respect this directive, 
we cannot rule against MEANZ then expect support from MEANZ should something unfortunate occur. Meanwhile 
we wait for the process to wind on, we have accepted the AMES codes 1 and 2, I see no reason personally, why 
we should not accept their code 4, we just have to wait. 
 Happy Modelling.   Peter Jones.      

  

Model Power Boaters, Warren Belk brings us up to date on the wet feet petrol heads.  
Thunder Valley, Tauriko. 
       I thought that the members may like to know a bit about the other side of the model marine brigade that is 
involved with the powerboat group. A small band of boaters have been looking for years to find a pond / lake to run 
powerboats. It’s been an uphill struggle to find an area 400m x 150m to be able set up a course. Not too many 
people have such an area tucked away in their back yard. The old bogy of noise also has a major bearing on things 
as well. The RC model yacht group have the use of “The Lakes” area and there was some limited use of the South 
end until the houses started to be constructed. 
      Along comes a very generous subdivider who mentions he has a silt collection pond which so happens to be in 
the middle of an industrial subdivision. Eureka! After Lots of negotiation by one Steve Trott we now have one of the 
best, if not the best, facility in the country. The site has a driver’s stand, hot pit area, and a container for storing all 
the gear including a rescue dingy. The only restriction is that we can use it only twice a month and have to be a 
member of the New Zealand Model Powerboat association and the local affiliated club the BOPMPBC. Anybody 
wishing to come and check it out you’re more than welcome to pay a visit. The site is on the East side of Taurikura 
Drive, Opposite Hotuhotu Street in the IMF industrial subdivision. Turn Right at the first roundabout as you come in 
from the State highway. The Lakes is to the Left. Boating days are the 1

st
 Sunday of the month, club race day, and 

the 3
rd

 Saturday of the month, practice and fun day. 
      The club caters for all types of model race boats from electric thru to large gas boats. There is a mix of mono 
hulls, hydroplanes, and tunnel hulls. The gas class would be in the majority now due to cost and ease of operation. 
They are fast and reliable. Engine sizes range from 25cc to 30cc, stock or modified. Glow / nitro powered boats are 
now becoming a bit scarce due to cost and lack of choice. There are still a few of the big nitro hydros around and 
they are very fast and spectacular.   
      A major event coming up for the club is the NZPBA national champs at Easter weekend from Thursday to 
Sunday. This is the big event of the year for everyone to find out who is number one. There will be visiting boaters 
from Australia attending which will add a bit of spice to the event.   Cheers Warren. 
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An old Doberman starts chasing rabbits and before long, discovers that he's lost. Wandering about, he 
notices a panther heading rapidly in his direction with the intention of having lunch. The old Doberman 
thinks, "Oh, oh! I'm in deep poo now!" 
 
Noticing some bones on the ground close by, he immediately settles down to chew on the bones with his 
back to the approaching cat. Just as the panther is about to leap, the old Doberman exclaims loudly, 
"Boy, that was one delicious panther! I wonder, if there are any more around here?" 
Hearing this, the young panther halts his attack in mid-strike, a look of terror comes over him and he 
slinks away into the trees. "Whew!," says the panther, "That was close! That old Doberman nearly had 
me!" 
 
Meanwhile, a squirrel who had been watching the whole scene from a nearby tree, figures he can put 
this knowledge to good use and trade it for protection from the panther. So, off he goes. The squirrel 
soon catches up with the panther, spills the beans and strikes a deal for himself with the panther. 
 
The young panther is furious at being made a fool of and says, "Here, squirrel, hop on my back and see 
what's going to happen to that conniving canine!" 
 
Now, the old Doberman sees the panther coming with the squirrel on his back and thinks, "What am I 
going to do now?," but instead of running, the dog sits down with his back to his attackers, pretending he 
hasn't seen them yet, and just when they get close enough to hear, the old Doberman says ....... 
"Where's that squirrel? I sent him off an hour ago to bring me another panther!" 
 
Moral of this story...Don't mess with the old dogs ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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The photos with workers in them (club members) were taken several weeks ago and we are now up to 
the embankment abutment as the other three photos show.  
Tuesday saw a small group erecting fencing on the bridge.  
 
Black Magic is now back on track with a new starter motor. At least I now know how long Nigel will last 
after starting with a full tank of petrol. Three hours for future reference. A certain member had the 
misfortune to run out of gas and proved a point. 

 
A little boy got on the bus and sat next to a man reading a book. He noticed the man had his collar on backwards. 

The little boy asked the man why he wore his collar that way. The man, who was of course a priest, said “I am a 

Father.” The little boy replied “My Daddy doesn’t wear his collar like that.” The priest looked up from his book 

and answered, “I am the father of many.” The boy told him, “My dad has four boys, four girls and two 

grandchildren, and he doesn’t wear his collar that way.” The Priest, getting impatient, said. “I am the father of 

hundreds,” and went back to reading his book. The little boy sat quietly thinking for a while, then said “Maybe you 

should wear a condom and put your pants on backwards instead of your collar.”           

 

RECENT OIL TRAIN ACCIDENTS AT A GLANCE 

Worries about shipping crude oil by train have been heightened by a number of recent accidents: 

• July 5, 2013: A Montreal, Maine & Atlantic Railway train of 73 tank cars, that had been left unattended 

at Nantes, rolled away and derailed spilling oil and catching fire inside the town of Lac-Megantic in 

Quebec. Forty-seven people were killed and 30 buildings destoyed in the town’s centre. About 1.6 million 

gallons of crude oil being transported from the Bakken region to a Canadian refinery was spilled. 
• Nov. 8, 2013: An oil train from North Dakota derailed and exploded near Aliceville, Ala. There were no 
deaths but an estimate  

d 749,000 gallons of oil spilled from 26 tanker cars. 

• Dec. 30, 2013: A fire engulfed tank cars loaded with oil on a Burlington Northern-Santa Fe train after a 

collision about a mile from Casselton, N.D. No one was injured, but more than 2,000 residents were 

evacuated as emergency crews responded to the intense fire. 

• Jan. 7: A 122-car Canadian National Railway train derailed in New Brunswick, Canada. Three cars 

containing propane and one car transporting crude oil from Western Canada exploded after the 

derailment, creating intense fires that burned for days. About 150 residents of nearby Plaster Rock were 

evacuated. 

• Jan. 20: Seven CSX train cars, six of them containing oil from the Bakken region, derailed on a bridge 

over the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia. No oil was spilled and no one was injured. The train from 

Chicago was more than 100 cars long.  
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The Bakken formation dates from the Late Devonian to Early Mississippian age, occupying about 

200,000 square miles (520,000 km2) of the subsurface of the Williston Basin, underlying parts 

of Montana, North Dakota, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. It is entirely in the subsurface, and has no 

surface outcrop. It is named after Henry Bakken, a farmer in Tioga, North Dakota who owned the land 

where the formation was initially discovered in 1951. 

I have been following these accidents by means of the newspapers and google, mainly the latter. I doubt 

there has ever been such obfuscation of facts outside of a war zone, some in blind ignorance, but many 

deliberate.  

Most of the above incidents mention Bakken oil, and so what is so special about it? If like me, you 

imagine crude oil as a thick, dark, treacly substance, with Bakken oil this is not so. Bakken is a volatile 

fluid that can indeed readily ignite and cause an explosion, but let’s start at the beginning. 

The runaway at Lac-Megantic causing 47 deaths needs much analysing, especially the bit where the 

runaway starts. 

North American trains, especially block cargo trains do not stop rolling except for crew changes, usually 

even passenger trains give way to them. Early reports were put out by reporters who did not know a 

flange from an axle box and so either guessed or believed whatever rubbish was fobbed off to them, by 

people trying to cover up their own or there underlings mistakes.     

From knowledge gathered working on the footplate in NZ and Western Australia and from taking an 

interest in railways my whole life, first look at story one. 

The E’dr booked off and left the train on the main line as the siding was already occupied, and then went 

to his lodging for an eight hour sleep to continue on with the same train. As far as I can ascertain (using 

google satellite) this was single line and so the track would be blocked for eight hours in both directions, 

even on NZ’s sparsely used lines, this would not happen. What really happened? I am fairly certain that 

the E’dr had a long trip ahead when he booked on and drove the locos ( there were five on the front) as 

hard as could get away with, to gain time and give himself more time off between shifts. Although the 

distance was only about 120 miles, there is a lot of 15 mph and even 10 mph in North America owing to 

lack of investment in the infrastructure, especially on secondary routes, which this is. The crew to take 

the train on were not around because they would not be booked on for another hour at least. When they 

did arrive, it was too late the (iron) horse had bolted. Of course, they would not be aware of this and 

would expect the train to be still coming. 

First reports said a train fire occurred after the E’dr left the train and the local fire brigade were called out 

to attend to it. This suggests a tank wagon was afire, the next report said a locomotive was on fire, but 

by failing to state there was more than one loco at the head of the train, gave the impression that there 

was only one. The next report said there was more than one, but not how many, or which one had the 

fire. These reports were obviously by journalists. 

The big question, why did the train run away? This one has me scratching my head, as it does not make 

sense, I am waiting with great anticipation for the official inquiry to publish its findings. During my five 

years in WA driving 23,000 ton trains, we were told that Westinghouse guaranteed the brakes would stay 

applied on the wagons for 24hrs. That was 33 years ago! I am sure that brake systems have not gone 

backward in the intervening years. There are two pipe systems around the world, but they are used 

mainly only on passenger stock and on those the second pipe keeps the auxiliary reservoir charged, not 

the brake cylinders directly.  

I find it hard to believe that more than two thirds of the trains brake cylinders leaked off in less than one 

and a half hours. Even a third of the train brakes applied would be more than enough to hold the train, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Late_Devonian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Early_Mississippian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Williston_Basin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Montana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Dakota
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saskatchewan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manitoba
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tioga,_North_Dakota
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especially as the instructions for unattended trains was for a minimum ten handbrakes only to be 

applied. 

Railways have been built from day one to have stations and crossing loops on the level, this is not 

always possible, but they are always on a minimum grade. To have a runaway in those conditions there 

must have been next to no brakes applied, air or handbrakes. 

What did the Firemen do? A telling point for me was the vehement utterances from the Fire Brigade 

District Commander two days after the event, that the Firemen were not to blame. At that stage most 

fingers were pointing at the E’dr. Methinks the FBDC was a bit too quick, maybe a touch of insecurity 

there.  

 With a fire on a train, the first thing to do is make sure it does not spread to other vehicles, especially in 

the case of an explosives or fuel train. If it is a big fire, then separate the vehicle from the rest, quickly! 

Here is the question, was it a big fire, was the loco engulfed in flame, or was it a localised fire, probably 

around the electrical control panel? I had such a fire during my time at Hamersley Iron, it took about five 

extinguishers to douse it. I have not read the answer to those questions, but it is important in working out 

what went wrong. If it was big or gave an initial impression of being big, then the firemen would be racing 

round to isolate the loco. Release the brakes to move the loco, and then oh dear, close the air cock at 

the back of the loco ready to uncouple, “It’s okay, we have the fire under control, it will be out in a 

minute, we can leave it hooked up.” If the train brakes were released before the cock was closed we are 

all set for a runaway. If there was a tight trainpipe and little leakage the train was soon on its way. The 

other scenario is the E’dr leaving the train with the train brakes off, I am loathe to believe that, but it is a 

possibility, although in that case the train should have been on the move by the time the fire brigade 

arrived. 

 The loco brakes held the train initially but once the loco was shut down, they could leak off.’ SHUTTING 

DOWN THE LOCO DOES NOT CAUSE THE TRAIN BRAKES TO RELEASE. Quite the opposite in fact. 

This reason has been reported in nearly every report, and it beggars belief that the writers do not check 

their facts first.  

Ed Burkhart has been on my ‘to be admired’ list ever since he got the boot from Trans Rail. He was 

supposedly brought in to modernise NZs rail system and had the right ideas to do it. However when he 

insisted on spending money to do carry out his plans, he got the boot. Michael Fay and his sidekick, 

Richwhite had no intentions of letting others have the money, but that’s another story. In Canada 

Burkhardt arrived on the scene two days after the mishap and stepping off the airplane, announced the 

E’dr was to blame. I no longer admire Ed Burkhardt, he was only concerned with covering managements 

back. That is, Ed Burkhardt’s back, he knew no more than anyone else at that stage.  

When the State Department issued its long-awaited environmental-impact statement on the Keystone XL 

project earlier this month, one of its key findings was that if the controversial pipelines weren't built, oil-

laden rail cars would pick up the slack. "Rail will likely be able to accommodate new production if new 

pipelines are delayed or not constructed," it argued. As we noted recently, that rail transit is already 

underway. According to the Association of American Railroads (AAR), crude oil traveling by 

rail increased from 9,500 carloads in 2008 to an estimated 400,000 in 2013.  The AAR argues carrying 

crude by tanker car is safe, citing a statistic that 99.9977 percent of dangerous chemical shipments by 

rail reached their destination without incident through 2010, making it safer than other forms of 

transport. An analysis of the data from the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administrationshows 

that in the US, 7 of the worst 10 railroad oil spills of the past decade happened in the last three years. 

http://keystonepipeline-xl.state.gov/documents/organization/221135.pdf
http://www.motherjones.com/blue-marble/2014/01/keystone-xl-its-just-obama-now
https://www.aar.org/keyissues/Documents/Background-Papers/Crude-oil-by-rail.pdf
https://www.aar.org/safety/Documents/Just%20the%20Facts%20on%20Hazmat%20and%20Crude%20Oil%20Safety.pdf
http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/
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This number doesn't include the catastrophic Canadian accident in Lac-Megantic, Quebec, last 

July, which decimated the town and killed 47 people. 

In fact, at over 1.2 million gallons spilled in total, more crude oil was spilled from trains last year than 

every other year since 1971 combined. The 10 worst spills together cost nearly $2 million in damages. 

The worst was in Aliceville, Alabama, on November 8, when nearly 750,000 gallons spilled from a 90-car 

train after it derailed, setting off a series of explosions. In Casselton, North Dakota, nearly a half-million 

gallons spilled on December 30, after a grain train derailed in front of a BNSF train filled with crude oil, 

igniting an inferno that forced the town to evacuate. 

 WASHINGTON (AP) -- Government investigators have found crude oil being transported from North 

Dakota's Bakken region was misclassified in samples taken from 11 out of 18 truck shipments en route 

to rail loading stations, federal transportation officials said Tuesday. 

The accident was a wake-up call for safety officials, who were surprised by its severity. Tests taken of 

Bakken oil since the Lac-Megantic accident shows it is more dangerous than some other types of crude. 

The oil in the train that derailed in Lac-Megantic was misclassified as "packing group III," which the 

safety administration equates to minor danger. 

Some of the recently tested oil was classified as "packing group II" when it should have been "packing 

group I," the most dangerous category, while other truckloads were classified as packing group III when 

they should have been classified as packing group II, federal officials said. Regulations require shippers 

have a security plan in place for packing groups I and II, but not packing group III. 

U.S. crude oil production is forecast to reach 8.5 million barrels per day by the end of 2014 — up from 5 

million barrels per day in 2008. The increase is overwhelmingly due to the fracking boom in North 

Dakota's Bakken region. Fracking involves the fracturing of rock with pressurized liquid to free oil and 

natural gas unreachable through conventional drilling. 

Freight railroads in the U.S. transported nearly 234,000 carloads of crude oil in 2012, up from just 9,500 

in 2008. Early data suggest that rail carloads of crude surpassed 400,000 in 2013, according to the 

Association of American Railroads. 

Last month, U.S. and Canadian accident investigators warned that a "major loss of life" could result from 

an accident involving the increasing use of trains to transport large amounts of crude oil. They urged 

their governments to make stronger efforts to ensure hazardous cargo is properly classified before 

shipment. They also recommended that trains carrying hazardous materials avoid populated and other 

sensitive areas, and greater oversight to ensure rail carriers that transport oil are capable of responding 

to "worst-case discharges of the entire quantity of product carried on a train." 

What is not mentioned is that most oil is carried in DOT-111 wagons which are prone to split in an 

accident and are for safe loads such as milk. Dangerous contents should be transported in DOT-112 

wagons which have thicker tougher steel than DOT-111 tank cars. 

 

 

http://www.americanownews.com/story/23913896/train-derailment-causes-fire-and-crude-oil-spill-near-aliceville
http://www.americanownews.com/story/23913896/train-derailment-causes-fire-and-crude-oil-spill-near-aliceville
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Fred and Edna were both patients in a mental hospital. One day while they were walking past the hospital 

swimming pool, Fred suddenly jumped into the deep end. He sank to the bottom of the pool and stayed 

there.  

Edna promptly jumped in to save him. She swam to the bottom and pulled him out. When the Head 

Nurse/Director became aware of Edna's heroic act, she immediately ordered her to be discharged from the 

hospital, as she now considered her to be mentally stable. 

 

When she went to tell Edna the news she said, 'Edna, I have good news and bad news. The good news is 

you're being discharged, since you were able to rationally respond to a crisis by jumping in and saving the 

life of the person you love. I have concluded that your act displays sound mindedness. 

 

The bad news is, Fred hanged himself in the bathroom with his bathrobe belt right after you saved him. I 

am so sorry, but he's dead.' 

Edna replied, 'He didn't hang himself, I put him there to dry. How soon can I go home?' 

Boating News 
Radio Sailing News  .Our VTNZ day was a great success. Handicap races had sailors on the front start 
line then ending on the back start line as they managed to do well. The council have improved our path 
to the landing.as well as installing another path. This makes a great difference to using the area. A place 
to store the dingy at the bottom of Gary Dennistons property enables the dingy to be available at any 
time, with members being busy with this project. The number 2 rigs have been having an airing lately 
with sailing on the 14th March called off due to the storm. We continue to work towards the one metre 
nationals with entries coming in for what we hope will be a great series.    Cheers, Ken Fox. 
 

 Just before the funeral services, the undertaker came up to the very elderly widow and asked, 

'How old was your husband?' '98,' she replied... 'Two years older than me' 'So you're 96,' the 

undertaker commented... She responded, 'Hardly worth going home, is it?  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Reporters interviewing a 104-year-old woman: 'And what do you think is the best thing  
 about being 104?' the reporter asked... She simply replied, 'No peer pressure.'  

 I've sure gotten old! 

I've had two bypass surgeries, a hip replacement, new knees, fought prostate cancer and diabetes. 

I'm half blind, can't hear anything quieter than a jet engine, take 40 different medications that  

make me dizzy, winded, and subject to blackouts. Have bouts of dementia. Have poor circulation; 

hardly feel my hands and feet anymore. Can't remember if I'm 85 or 92. Have lost all my friends.  

But, thank God, I still have my driver's license.  

 

 My memory's not as sharp as it used to be. Also, my memory's not as sharp as it used to be.  

 


